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Centralization followed by decentralization in computing
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Decentralization through disruption leads to accessibility
Incumbents dominate
sustaining battles

Performance

45% on
$250,000

60% on
$500,000

Time

Entrants typically
win at disruption
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Time

40% 20%
on $2,000
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Decentralization is common in service industries – and it
starts with simplifying technologies that disrupt expertise

Travel booking
Real estate transactions
Automotive sales
Retailing
Accounting and tax preparation
Banking and investing
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The decentralization that follows centralization
is only beginning in healthcare

Surgical
suites

Specialty care

The pursuit of profit and differentiation in sustaining competition
amongst similar business models generally adds cost

Disruptive competition that
drives decentralization is
what reduces costs
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The growth of angioplasty
Estimated Inpatient Cardiovascular Procedures, 1979‐2002
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Source: United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention National Hospital Discharge Survey; Innosight analysis

“Asymmetries of motivation” in treating
ischemic heart disease
High

Com
mplexity of
diagnosis and treatment

“When
When angioplasty was introduced, it captured the
imagination of cardiologists and surgeons
differently. Surgeons were skeptical about this
new procedure. They were used to seeing small
arteries in the operating room and questioned how
one would be able to introduce a small catheter
into the femoral artery, negotiate it via the left
main coronary artery into a distal vessel, and dilate
it. Cardiologists saw this as an incredible
opportunity to treat patients with ischemic heart
disease.”
—Chief, Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Miami,
Florida

Low
Time
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Simplifying technologies enable disruption by making work
less dependent upon trial‐and‐error experimentation
Intuitive,
trial‐and‐error
problem‐
solving

Probabilistic
Pattern
Recognition

Rules‐Based
Rules
Based

•Infectious Ds
•Oncology
•Immunology

Intuitive
Medicine

Precision
Medicine

Empirical
Medicine

•Infectious Ds
•Oncology
•Immunology

Evidence‐based medicine
Imaging & molecular diagnostics

The definition of quality and performance can
change over time

Performance

IBM Mainframes,
Microsoftpractices
Windows
General
hospitals, Physician
Compete
Employ
bythe
improving
best
expertise
functionality
and deploy
& the
bestreliability
technologies

Diagnose
Di
the
underlying
d li i
C
Compete
t th
b
by iimproving
cause
and accurately
speed,quickly
responsiveness
to
getcustomization
to a precise and
and
predictably-effective therapy

Dell PCs,
Linux
Retail
clinics,
Care directed
by nurse practitioners,
SelfTime
management
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Business model malpractice: It is often futile to cram new
technologies into old business models

Performan
nce

Major Established
Electronics Markets:
Tabletop radios, floor‐standing
televisions, computers,
telecomm.equipment, etc.

Portable TVs (1959)

Pocket radios (1955)

Path taken by
established vacuum
tube manufacturers

Hearing Aids (1952)

Time
Technological Enabler: Transistors vs. vacuum tubes

What is a business model, and how is it built?

THE VALUE PROPOSITION:
A product that helps customers do
more effectively,
ff i l conveniently
i l &
affordably a job they’ve been
trying to do

RESOURCES:
People, technology, products,
facilities, equipment, brands, and
cash that are required to deliver
this value proposition to the
targeted customers

PROCESSES:
PROFIT FORMULA
FORMULA:
Assets & fixed cost structure, and
the margins & velocity required to
cover them

Ways of working together to
address recurrent tasks in a
consistent way: training,
development, manufacturing,
budgeting, planning, etc.
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The Traditional General Hospital Is Not a Viable Business
Model

Value Proposition:
Don’t know what’s
wrong? We can address
any problem you bring

Resources

Profit formula

Processes

Turning machines

Hobbing department

A starts here

Tapping equipment

Annealing
furnace
Boring machines

Storage
Path taken
by product B

Cut-off
saws

De-burring machines

B starts here

Shipping Department

Polishing Dept.

Office area

Stamping machines
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Overh
head Burden Rate

Economies of scale and countervailing costs of product‐line complexity
10.010

Cost of Complexity: Burden rate
increases 27% for each doubling
of product families
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(10)
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Fremont

Tiffin

Sandusky

(2)

16 product families
8 product families

(2)

Lebanon

4 product families
Maysville

2.0

2 product families

Economies of Scale: Burden rate
drops 15% for each doubling

1.0

1 product family
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Plant Scale (sales in $millions)

Sources and magnitude of cost differences: Specialty
vs. General Hospitals
Shouldice Hospital
(hernia repair)

General Hospital

Cost of materials & supplies

$100

$300

Cost of direct labor

$600

$670

Overhead burden

$1600

$6030

Total cost for equivalent
length of stay

$2 300
$2,300

$7 000
$7,000

# service families offered

1

75

2.7

9.0

Overhead burden rate
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Hospitals are expensive conflations of three types of
business models

Solution Shops
• Consulting firms
Hi h d llaw fi
firms
• High‐end
• R&D organizations
• Diagnostic & intuitive
activities of hospitals
Fee for service

Value‐adding process
businesses
• Manufacturing
• Education
Ed ti
• Food services
• Medical procedures
following diagnosis
Fee for outcome

Facilitated Networks
• Telecommunications
• Insurance
I
• eBay
• Provider and patient
communities
Fee for Membership

Disruption will end the one‐size‐fits‐all era of health
care delivery
Solution Shops

Generalist
physicians disrupt
specialist physicians

Value‐Adding Process
Businesses

Facilitated User
Networks

Mid‐level providers
disrupt physicians,
while technicians
disrupt health care
providers

Patients disrupt
health care
providers
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Disruptive business model innovation in physicians’ practices

Profit formula

Processes

Profit formula

Processes

Value Proposition: The
solution to any problem
starts here

Resources

Value Proposition: Fast,
convenient resolution of
rules‐based acute
disorders

Resources

Different measure
Of Performance

Performance

New propositions often require new
value networks to gain traction

Appliance Stores
RCA, Zenith
Component suppliers

Discount retailers
Time

Sony,
y, Panasonic
Component
suppliers
Time
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How will new value networks arise in health care?
Performance

Information technology

Direct employer contracting
Physicians’ practices

Financial incentives via
y
health scoringg systems

Different measure
Of Performance

Chronic care via user
networks

General hospitals
Fee‐for‐service
reimbursement

Value‐adding process
hospitals

Blanket contracting

Solution Shops

Licensing regulations
Time

Personal health records
Retail clinics
HSAs & high‐deductible
insurance
Time
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